ZEBRAS OF MINE
1. BASTION
Life is a golden sea
You find a message from me
Reason that life is hard
Lonely, a satellite
Only a lazy calm is truly
Foam of a reason and it’s only
One of a million lives that have to be
Find the man to be
See the humanity
Spaces of world without
You see incredible tales
Only a lazy calm is truly
Foam of a reason and it’s only
One of a million lives that have to be
See the lonely face
Chemistry all late
Follows in a mind of it’s own
Treasure I am safe
You will see me face
Up a mountain mind of it’s own
Life is a golden sea
You find a message from me
Reason that life is hard
Lonely, a satellite

2. CLINICAL
You cry alone, you slowly change
Conditions right, a choice is made
I see you wait, the growing day
You cry alone, you cry in vain
Eyes in front
Feel insane
Shake my back
Shake my brain
To the mat
Kind of waste
Don’t do that
Leave with haste
A seasons gone, for temperate ways
Conditions wrong, to see the play
Eyes in front
Feel insane
Shake my back
Shake my brain
To the mat
Kind of waste
Don’t do that
Leave with haste
A flame in sound, and nothing wrong
With several there, and searching me
For feelings gone, for simple times
A mystery hound, a cry, a wreck
Eyes in front
Feel insane
Shake my back
Shake my brain
To the mat
Kind of waste
Don’t do that
Leave with haste

3. COLLAPSING
Mind it isn’t time
To fall upon the sword
Chemistry is right
To halt the gathered storm
Marvelous was gone
Into a deeper bay
Evil that is strong
In many other ways
Cease collapsing
Marching are the troops
To satisfy the crowd
Intensify the speed
Of laughing at the loud
Hold yourself above
Instead of caving in
To speakers of the book
The ravings of insane
Cease collapsing
Can you stop the river from collapsing
Grievous on the banks I am collapsing
Jesus Christ is all but now collapsing
Men are telling me it’s all collapsing
You say that
Fall in
Can’t find it
Fall in
No reason
Fall in
Catch menace
Fall in
Be obey

4. GRANITE
Crazy minds
Catapult the pavement
Show your face
Optics are the caveins
Realize
Nothing soft in neighbors
Cannonballs
Nothing stops the crowd
Real life
Nothing there but grizzlies
Fall in
You will see the firefight
Realize
Nothing heats a demon
Realize
Nothing stops the heat
Feel it out
A sense of beats of actions
Stabilize
Your misery and need
Molotov
You will see the action
Redefine
You will feel the greed
Attitude
Someone takes the vision
Take it once
Middle of the stairs
Realize
Motor emulation
Motor emulation

5. LAME
Laser in the sun
Find it everyone
Mine in every wonder, every history now
Cradle in my mind
Follow in it’s time
Feast upon your name
Gathering the gain
Sentimental, every journey is a window
Change of images you see
Walls are down among the earth
Falling into time
Save the man from all
Crave the stupid undercarriage of a measure
Numerality
Total sense of being
Brave a stick of wood
Beat it if you could
Listen hard for any morsel of a daydream

6. MISTRUST
Follow every summer and then wallow in the mess
Follow every misery and intimacy pain
You will see the comfort in the middle of the fire
Then to gather instincts if the rivers come again
Catch my bones
In a little way
Feel my pains
For another day
Tease my wrists
In another world
Find in half
In another world
Give my wrist
Give my reign
Give my toes
For another pain
Sunset over desert of a mind that’s in a haze
Flocks of time insipid like the winner of a race
Cannot feel the stinging of the needle as it spires
Cannot mend the fabric of morality of lust

7. NAILS
Take yourself among the world of walls into the vein
You will see another one into a golden age
A violent moment
A temperate rain
Come learn a lesson or you’ll wallow in the pain
The craft is never that easy
To be that wiser today
Unsung to more isn’t easy
Final solution today
Cast self as beggars all the wall into the vein
You see another one in something golden aim
You violent moment you wild vein
Come live the other side, you’re rolling in the pain
The craft is never that easy
To be that wiser today
Unsung to more isn’t easy
Final solution today

8. PUNCTURE
Lies all insane in heaven
Light is all in gold with legions
Follow my insane with riddles
Following a maze in regions
Giving up a testament of waves
Truth is just a manifest of goals
Giving to a vision of the reigns
Going inside off the living beings
Rolling down the hills of every grave
Puncture me
Save a flight
Torrid sea
Casting night
Saving me
Enter light
Kiss is right, call in time
Seaside, calling all is mine
Kiss is right, she sinned
Get in line, call them all in time
Can arrive, can you say
Head of mine, calling all your wine
Get a walls, crack the sky
Mutilate, holiday in mind
Images of space are bending
Image of a man is melting
Life is only once when captured
Life is just a field of hallow
Rising up like plankton in a mind
Foresters have nothing left to save
Danger is the attitude of man
Danger is the longitude of men
Follow in the attitude of grace
Pucture me
Save a flight
Torrid sea
Casting night
Saving me
Enter light
Kiss is right, call in time
Seaside, calling all is mine
Kiss is right, she sinned
Get in line, call them all in time

9. REVEALED
I got a window
Fading in time
I’m going to sit beside the window, it’s mine
I got an army
Facing outside
I see it roll along the fields, keeping time, keeping my head down
There is a rescue
Our of the fire
It’s gonna burn the face of devils in time
I gotta message growing inside
I hear the sound of guns and howitzers blowing up, blowing on my mind

10. RINCON
Rest my knife
Into the eyes of life
Kiss my life
Into the point of knife
You will take
My sentiment in hands
You will force
A dagger in my hand
The face of life
Walling in the feelings of His Holiness in main
You will see the misery of my hand and then repay
Calling out the regal and there’s calling out in name
Shepherds all in rolling town and calling down to say
Keep that face
Upon a simple core
State of grace
The messenger no more
Crave a spell
Of numerality
Genuflect of bestiality
The face of life
Walling in the feelings of His Holiness in main
You will see the misery of my hand and then repay
Calling out the regal and there’s calling out in name
Shepherds all in rolling town and calling down to say

11. STRIKE
You won’t mind if I have all the seed
Check it down and follow world to be
You see world is dead
Rolling down with mist
Bowling down the world with rougher seas
Camoflage is drowning out the mind
Over anxious pleasures of your kind
You see anger kill
Stomach of a thrill
Cannot bend the metal of a thread
Strike
You mock them
Strike
You mock them

12. WELL
The road is simple
You’ll find a way
You’ll find it simple
You’ll find a way
Hold it, Shiva says
Got to feel that peace of mind
Be that, good way
Got to feel that peace of mind
Rolling
The road is simple
You’ll find a way
You’ll find it simple
You’ll find a way
Seasons, coming
Got to be a peace of mind
Love is coming
Got to see that peace of mind
Rolling

